
CUSTOMIZE ME!

Ask your sales rep about 

how to customize Atmos.

Product Details:

TWIST TO REMOVE AIR

Using Atmos is simple: pop on the lid, twist it back 

and forth, and feel the tension as oxygen gets 

sucked out of the chamber. 

Available in matte black or white, the stainless steel canister 

shields your contents from flavor-sucking sunlight. Prefer to 
put them on display? Choose clear glass.

Features

Atmos 
Vacuum Canister

Guard the goods.

Atmos takes the hassle (and oxygen) out of 

storing coffee. Hidden inside the magic lid 
is a first-of-its-kind integrated vacuum 
pump which means your coffee—loose leaf 
tea, nuts, or “herbs”—last up to 50% longer.

Matte Black Matte White Clear Glass

GREEN MEANS GOOD TO GO

Watch the dot drop to reveal a green ring. The 

vacuum is now locked to prevent oxidation and 

extend the shelf life of your coffee by up to 50%.

PRESS TO RELEASE

The built-in silicone ring stops air, moisture, odors, 
and other funk from seeping in. When the contents 

are calling your name, press the Easy Release 

Button on top to release the pressure and dig in.

0.4 L canister 

holds up to 6 oz / 

170 gm light roast 
coffee beans 

4.25" diameter,  

3.25" height

0.7 L canister 

holds up to 10 oz / 
283 gm light roast 

coffee beans 

4.25" diameter,
5.0" height

1.2 L canister 

holds up to 16 oz / 

453 gm light roast 
coffee beans 

4.25" diameter, 
6.88" height

SIZE

Colors

Borosilicate glass or 

304 18/8 matte 
black stainless steel 

Silicone ring

MATERIALS

1168MW04 $30  0.4 L, matte white

1168MW07 $32.5  0.7 L, matte white

1168MW12 $35 1.2 L, matte white

1168MB04 $30  0.4 L, matte black

1168MB07 $32.5  0.7 L, matte black

1168MB12 $35  1.2 L, matte black

1168CG04 $25  0.4 L, clear glass

1168CG07 $27.5  0.7 L, clear glass

1168CG12 $30  1.2 L, clear glass

SKUS/MSRP


